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In the medical department, the temperate people sued Zhu Qianqian and Zhang Fan.
The number of red envelopes received and the things sent are listed in detail. The two
packs of cigarettes given to Zhang fan are also listed. A pack of 100, a total of 200.
The director of the medical office turned black.

Although Mandarin is difficult for temperate people to understand, the director of the
medical department still understands the swearing words, "this is a black shop, not a
hospital! ~"

"I'll check."

"Don't verify. I recorded the conversation last night. If you don't handle it properly, I'll
go to the newspaper! I don't believe it. Dare to accept red envelopes! "

"Well!" The medical director's sweat came down. If there is a dispute, you are not
afraid to solve it, but if you want to go to the newspaper, it is not a small thing“ You
drink some water first. I'll report it to the superior. You can rest assured that it will be
handled properly. "

The director of the medical department originally wanted to make peace. Generally,
frontier people don't make too much trouble about this kind of thing. As long as they
can find a conscious fairness, no one has to find something.

This was the first time someone threatened to go to the newspaper, so he hurried to
find Ouyang. As soon as he told the story, Ouyang patted the table“ Go and get Zhu
Qianqian and Juma Buick. " She didn't let Zhang Fan come.

Zhang Fangang's meritorious service can be regarded as a death free gold medal. It's
OK to talk about such a small matter in private. There's no need to beat it in public.
Moreover, he is a transferred doctor and has little responsibility.

After a while, Juma Buick came to the dean's office with a black face and Zhu
Qianqian. The director of the medical office was leaving. Ouyang didn't ask, "what's
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going on~ How do you manage your department? " Ouyang first attacked Juma Buick.

Juma Buick didn't pay attention to Ouyang and couldn't pour the water operated by the
respiratory department and prick the needle because of his overseas study. But also a
person, very generous to the following doctors, especially many people who want to
go to the respiratory department. So his prestige is also high.

This is Ouyang's chance. Don't let Juma Buick peel off, her name is no longer Ouyang!

"It's my fault. My management is not strict and I can't find problems in time. I'll be
punished." He had already asked Zhu Qianqian what had happened before he came.

He is not afraid. First, there is no medical accident. Second, he has not taken bribes.
Ouyang Ding said more about him. It is impossible to remove his director. After he
took the responsibility, the following doctors will know all about it in a few days the
next day.

It's no problem for Ouyang to scold. He can also win the favor of the doctors below.
It's cost-effective!

"What's the matter with you? Can't you make it through at home? If you can't live, you
can apply for help. The hospital won't die. We still have organizations and parties. You
have no skin and face. Let others think of our hospital. " This is a little heavy, but
Ouyang is really angry.

All her dissatisfaction with the director of the respiratory department was vented on
Zhu Qianqian. Zhu Qianqian has also been a doctor for several years. She has never
met such a patient. This fight directly stunned her.

Ouyang said a few words. Her tears flowed. What else could she say. Even a rebuttal
can't be said. No matter whether you treat or not, no matter how hard you try, it's
wrong to accept red envelopes. Usually people don't raise officials and don't
investigate, but once someone reports it, it's troublesome.

"Dean, I have the greatest responsibility. I usually fail to supervise my subordinates.
It's my fault. I'll talk to the patient and make sure this matter is settled. It will never
affect the hospital. "

"What if it's not right?" Ouyang immediately asked in a hurry.

"If you don't talk properly, you will be punished with the president." Juma Buick was
also angry. In front of him and the director of the medical department, he scolded Zhu



Qianqian for being shameless. That is to scold him for not being good at managing the
Department. He can't stand up.

"OK, let's talk to the patient first. We'll talk after that." Ouyang waved and asked them
to talk.

Out of the office, Zhu Qianqian burst into tears and said to jumabek, "director!" The
tone choked and couldn't speak.

"What are you crying for! With me, this lesson is profound. Let's serve dessert later!
Go wash your face and go to work. " After several years as a director of Juma Buick,
he needs to deal with people of all levels and roles, and has long experienced it.

What a foreign businessman can do, he will scare the little doctor. He really doesn't
worry at all.

In the medical office, temperate people smoke and drink tea, feeling happy“ I can't
clean you up! "

After Juma Buick entered the office, the others were called out by the director of the
medical office, leaving only Juma Buick and temperate people, "what's the matter? Do
you still have a fever these days? Is there any more cough. The chest doesn't hurt! "

The temperate people changed their early flattering attitude, nodded slightly and said,
"it's OK."

"Our doctors treated with care, and you also paid for the hospitalization expenses.
Now our doctor is wrong. We admit the penalty. For other additional expenses, I'll ask
my doctor to give you double refund. Do you think so? "

"It's impossible. You must apologize. Compensate for my mental loss and refund my
treatment fee. "

"Hehe! Why do you have to do so well? How can my doctor stay in this hospital if you
do so. Are you willing to destroy her for a little mistake? No, she has, but she doesn't
have to bear such huge and heavy consequences. "

"This is not something I should consider. If you don't teach us a lesson, you always
think our patients are easy to bully. "

"Must it?" Juma Buick's smiling face is gone.

"Must."



"OK, I heard you are in the leather goods business here? I'm also an aboriginal in tea
vegetable. There are many relatives in the ranch and many friends in quarantine. And
your disease is still an infectious disease. Tearing your face, do you think you can be
so free to do business and make money in our frontier in the future? Enough is enough.
I've said everything I should say. I don't care whether you record or not. You Han
people speak well and stay on the front line to meet in the future. "

"Well!" Temperate people can't smoke with cigarettes.

With that, jumabek got up and left. He met the director of the medical office outside
the door.

"How are you?"

"It's all right. I'll trouble you this time. Xiao Zhu is young and not sensible. I'll go back
and educate her. It's not easy for front-line doctors. You're also from here. If you can
protect it, protect it."

"I'm easy to say, but if this one inside doesn't let go."

"Should not, a very reasonable person." Juma Buick walked away with a smile.

The director of the medical office was in a fog. Temperate people are really frightened!

Return all red envelopes, fruits and gifts, and convert what you eat and drink into
money. Fortunately, Zhang Fan didn't open the two boxes of cigarettes. Zhu Qianqian
made a review in the Department, stopped paying half a year's bonus, and was not
allowed to participate in any merit selection or any further study within three years.

The bonus of the current month shall be deducted from the General Department of
respiratory department. The respiratory department not only received infectious
disease cases, but also did not report them to the hospital. Jumabek, as the director,
suspended the three-month bonus and made a review at the hospital affairs meeting.

Punishment is very important. Zhu Qianqian's lesson is unforgettable. The whole
hospital knows it. Although almost everyone has the experience of receiving red
envelopes, once this thing is lifted and put under the sun, it is a scarred thing. Right
and wrong can not be explained here.

Ouyang also said a few words privately, Zhang Fan: "don't be too small. Do you need
to take two boxes of cigarettes from others? Let others say so unbearably! " Said
Zhang Fan blushed, this is Ouyang to face, otherwise she can say Zhang Fan
shameless.
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